Lexia-3 Citroen V45 Activation Steps

In this PDF, we show you how to activate lexia-3 for Citroen V45 step by step.
Installation of your application was successful.
Validate to continue.
In order to be able to use the application, you have to activate it.

You can activate the software package automatically via the Internet using the 7T key.

It is also possible to perform an activation manually via the Internet, or even through "technical assistance" via telephone.

Note: The 7T key for automatic activation via the Internet is only available at the time of purchase.
You will activate the applications.
Please enter your RRDI code.
Then please confirm to start activation.

001

Confirmation of your RRDI code:

001

Information on your RRDI code.
This screen lets you activate the applications manually.
There are two different ways in which to do this:
1. By connecting to the Internet address
2. By calling technical assistance ACTIA.

In both cases, you will be asked for the following information:
   Your RRDI code, check whether the following code is correct: 001
   The number of the version of your software packages: LEXIA-345.13
   The identifier of your PC: 2318808710
   The server request code: 21624

From this information, you will be given an activation code.
Please enter this code in the box below and then confirm to complete the activation:
This screen lets you activate the applications manually. There are two different ways in which to do this:
1. By connecting to the Internet address https://www.wrs-actia.com/psa/ClientLogin.
2. By calling technical assistance ACTIA.
In both cases, you will be asked for the following information:

- Your RRDI code, check whether the following code is correct: 001
- The number of the version of your software packages: LEXIA-345.13
- The identifier of your PC: 2318808710
- The server request code: 21624
From this information, you will be given an activation code.
Please enter this code in the box below and then confirm to complete the activation:

```
7C85-50A6-13AB-D447-B03C-ED6F-B82A-4912
```

![Activation screenshot](image)
The PSA applications are now activated.
Please print out or make a note of the activation information below and store it carefully with your subscription dossier.

RRDI code: 001

Version number: LEXIA-345.13

PC identifier: 2318808710

Activation code: 7C85-50A6-13A8-D447-B03C-ED6F-BB2A-4912